Preface

Face recognition is one of the most important abilities that we use in our daily lives. There are several reasons for the growing interest in automated face recognition, including rising concerns for public security, the need for identity verification for physical and logical access, and the need for face analysis and modeling techniques in multimedia data management and digital entertainment. Research in automatic face recognition started in the 1960s. Recent years have seen significant progress in this area and a number of face recognition and modeling systems have been developed and deployed. However, accurate and robust face recognition still offers a number of challenges to computer vision and pattern recognition researchers, especially under unconstrained environments.

This book is written with two primary motivations. The first is to compile major approaches, algorithms, and technologies available for automated face recognition. The second is to provide a reference book to students, researchers, and practitioners.

The book is intended for anyone who plans to work in face recognition or who wants to become familiar with the state-of-the-art in face recognition. It also provides references for scientists and engineers working in image processing, computer vision, biometrics and security, computer graphics, animation, and the computer game industry. The material contained in the book fits the following categories: advanced tutorial, state-of-the-art survey, and a guide to current technology.

This second edition consists of twenty seven chapters, with additions and updates from the sixteen chapters in the first edition. It covers all the subareas and major components necessary for developing face recognition algorithms, designing operational systems, and addressing related issues in large scale applications. Each chapter focuses on a specific topic or system component, introduces background information, reviews up-to-date techniques, presents results, and points out challenges and future directions.

The twenty seven chapters are divided into four parts according to the main problems addressed. Part I, *Face Image Modeling and Representation*, consists of ten chapters, presenting theories in face image modeling and facial feature representation. Part II, *Face Recognition Techniques*, also consists of ten chapters, presenting techniques for face detection, landmark detection, and face recognition in static face
images, in video, in non-visible spectrum images, and in 3D. Part III, Performance Evaluation: Machines and Humans, consists of three chapters, presenting methods and programs for face recognition evaluation and also studies and comparisons with human performance. Part IV, Face Recognition Applications, consists of four chapters, presenting various applications of face recognition and related issues.

A project like this requires the efforts and support of many individuals and organizations. First of all, we would like to thank all the authors for their outstanding contributions which made this edition possible. We also thank Wayne Wheeler and Simon Rees, the Springer editors for their support and patience during the course of this project. Thanks are also due to a number of individuals who have assisted us during the editing phase of this project, including Shikun Feng, Shengcai Liao, Xiangsheng Huang, Brendan Klare, Unsang Park, Abhishek Nagar, and not the least Kim Thompson for her careful proofreading of the manuscript. Stan Z. Li would like to acknowledge the support of the Chinese National Natural Science Foundation Project #61070146, the National Science and Technology Support Program Project #2009BAK43B26, the AuthenMetric R&D Funds, and the TABULA RASA project (http://www.tabularasa-euproject.org) under the Seventh Framework Programme for research and technological development (FP7) of the European Union (EU), grant agreement #257289. Anil Jain’s research was partially supported by the WCU (World Class University) program funded by the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology through the National Research Foundation of Korea (R31-10008) to the Brain & Cognitive Engineering Department, Korea University where he is an Adjunct Professor.
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